PRESS RELEASE

Most Powerful 18V Impact Wrench in its Class!
Compact, Powerful, Brushless

July 2023 –
Metabo, a leading German international manufacturer of professional-grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories in the US, introduces a new 18V Impact Wrench, the SSW 18 LTX 800 BL.

“Our new 18V impact wrench is compact, powerful, brushless and top in its class. The SSW 18 LTX 800 BL reduces worker fatigue while speeding up work.” said Joseph Masters, Metabo’s Sr. Product Manager.

The SSW 18 LTX 800 BL provides a maximum tightening torque of 590 ft-lbs., breakaway torque of 885 ft-lbs., no-load speed of 2,575 rpm, and impact rate of 3,300 BPM – all driven by a ½” square drive with friction ring. It is available as a bare tool (602403840), or as a 2x8.0 LiHD battery kit complete with ASC 55 charger (US602403620). Both versions come standard with belt hook and metaBOX 145 stackable carrying case.

The SSW 18 LTX 800 BL comes with Metabo’s 2nd Generation Brushless Motor which extends run time, maximizes power, and increases motor life. Twelve different speed/torque settings can be easily chosen with a simple push of the thumb dial, including APS Mode (Automatic Power Shift), which automatically downshifts to a lower rpm once breakaway torque is achieved to reduce lug nut spin-off and free-fall. Other safety features include: two integrated LED work lights to illuminate the work area for easier and safer operation, tethering point for lanyard attachment when working at height, and an ergonomic, rubber-coated non-slip grip for impact protection and comfort.

Metabo Impact Wrenches are ideal for nearly every trade, from HVAC, mechanical contractors and carpenters to metalworking, fabrication, and automotive work. They are well-suited for a variety of fastening and anchoring applications in wood, metal and concrete.
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ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo's premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance. Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Our extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.